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STM Observation of CDW depinning at the surface of KO.rMoO,

Kazushige Nomura, Kaichi Ichimura and Takashi Sarnbongi

Department of Physics, Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060, JAPAN

Abstract.-The srlt tunnering current was investigated in the non-linear cDW

conduction regime of Ko.rMoor. The peak structure was found in the tunneling
current spectra, showing the sl.iding motion of cD!.l at the sampre surface.

The srM (scanning Tunnering Microscope) is a powerful met,hod for the
observation of condensed erectronic states such as the charge density wave
(cDw) statetll. rt is suggested that both static and dynamic properties of cDw

could be investigated with the STM. We performed the STM measurenent combined
with the transport measurement in Ko.aMoo, and obtained the evidence for the
sriding motion of cDt{[21. Here r^re wirl repor! the resurt of srM observation
and discuss the CDW depinning at the surface.

The srM measurement. was done on the creaved (2,0,1) surface of a single
crystal of KO.rMoOr. we can measure the tunneling current under usual
transport current in our STM apparatus.

In Fig. 1, we show a typical tunneling current-voltage (IT-V*) curve
obtained with fixing the tunneling tip position. The curve shows a remarkable
non-linearity, exhibiting the Peierrs gap strlicture, berow Lhe transiEion
temperature (18O K) unlike a straight line at the room temperature. We can

estimate the gap 24 as the width of dvT,/drT. The obtained cDw gap 2a is about
130 rneV at ?? K and roughry consistent with those in ot.her methods. As shown
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Fig. I Tunneling current IT vs. tunne
vs. VT (solid cincle).
Fig. 2 Temperature dependence of the
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in Fig. 2, the Eap decreases toward the transition temperature with increasing
temperature. This temperature dependence well characterizes the CDI{ condensed
phase and assures that $re really see the CDW state in our tunneling
experinent.

We analyzed the tunneling current under usual transport current bias. The

tunneling voltage was about 5O. rnV and the tip pdsition was again fixed. As

shown in Fig. 3, a new peak (i.ndicated by arrows in the figure) appears in the
tunneling current spectra for the transport current exceeding the threshoLd
value (I.=O.95 nA) and the peak frequency increases with increasing transport
current. In Fig. 4, we show the peak frequency against the transport voltage.
The value of peak frequency is roughly the same order as the narrow band noise
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of tunneling current under transport current. For current
threshofd va lue ( I"=0.95 rnA), a new peak ( indicated by arrows )

current spectra.
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Fig. 4 Peak frequency in the tunneling current specEra vs. transport voltage.
Fig. 5 Narrow band noise frequency vs. transport voltage. Solid and open
circles represent two different fundanentals.
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frequency observed in the same sanple, which is shown in Fig. 5. Therefore,
the origin of peak in the tunneling current spectra is naturally attributed to
the tunneLing current rnodulation by the srj.ding motlon of cDlll at the surface.:
The sliding motion of CDW at the surface was confirmed in the present
experiment.

In such a mechanism the modulation frequency is proportional to the sliding
verocity or "cow. The peak frequency in the tunnering spectra and that of lhe
narrow band noise correspond to the cDw velocity at the sampre surface and

that in the burk, respectivery. The former shows that the cDw starts to sride
abruptly just above the threshotd with a finite verocity and the verocity of
cDW increases rather linearry with the appried voltage at the surface. on the
other hand, the veLocity of CDW inereases smoothly frorn O at the threshold
field in the interior of the sample, as expected from the usual pinning
mechanism[31. These resurts indicate that the cDw is easily depinned at the
surface and slide with rnuch higher velocity than that in the bulk. The linear
response of CDW vetocity at the- surface to the applied electric field.
observed near above the threshord, suggests that the cD!,t behaves as if it
suffers onry negligibry srnarl pinning potential, once it has been depinned. !'le
have few theories for the pinning mechanism of CDW at the surface. Some

screening effect by normar erectrons m,ry be important at the surface. The

pinning by the three-dimensionality may play a major role in the surface
pinning of CDW. More detailed experiment is in progress.
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